We estimate the least prime factor p of the binomial coefficient (£) for k > 2 . The conjecture that p < max(N/k, 29) is supported by considerable numerical evidence. Call a binomial coefficient good if p > k . For 1 < i < k write N -k + i = a,è, , where b¡ contains just those prime factors > k , and define the deficiency of a good binomial coefficient as the number of i for which b,■ = 1 . Let g(k) be the least integer N > k + 1 such that (£) is good. The bound g(k) > ck2/lnk is proved. We conjecture that our list of 17 binomial coefficients with deficiency > 1 is complete, and it seems that the number with deficiency 1 is finite. All (^ ) with positive deficiency and k < 101 are listed.
for 2 < k < 40 and k = 42, 46, 52, and showed by direct search that g(k) > 2.5 x 106 for all other k < 100 . After discussion with us, Scheidler and Williams [5] found all values of g(k) for k < 140 , using the new open architecture sieve at the University of Manitoba. The list of these values appears in [5] , and the sieving continues. In Table 1 we present g(k) where g(k) < g(t) for k < t < 150 and where g(k) > g(t) for t < k . No doubt, g(k) increases faster than polynomially and surely g(k) < (1 + c)n(-k\ but we have no proof. When k is large, it is clear to every right-thinking person that (¿) has a prime factor in (k/2, k) for every N < exp(c/c/ In k) . It seems that g(k) increases very irregularly, and no doubt,
Note that g(29)/g(2S) > 846 , and g(99)/g(9&) < 1/1872 . Up to k = 148 , g(k+l)-g(k) = 0 or 1 only at k = 3, 10, 18 and 36.
It was shown in [1] that there is an absolute constant c > 0 for which g(k) > kx+c . Since c is small, the following is an improved lower bound. Theorem 1. There holds g(k) > C\k2/mk , for some absolute constant Ci > 0 .
Proof We first show that if k1!4 < N < C\k2/lnk , where k > k0(cx), then (£) has a prime factor p satisfying (1) k/2<p<k/2 + k3'4.
Begin by noting that Ingham [3] proved that the number of primes p satisfying
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( 1 ) is greater than k3/4/(c2lnk) for some absolute constant C2 . By an averaging argument, there are two primes px and P2 satisfying (2) k/2<px <p2<Px+c2lnk<k/2 + k3/4 and px < k/2 + k3l4 -2 . Now we show that for k?l4 < N < Cxk2/lnk , either Px or p2 divides ("£fc) . Let tp\ be the largest multiple of p\ which is less than or equal to n , so that n < (t+l)px . It follows immediately from (2) that if tpx<n-2k3'4 + 4 , then (t + 2)px <n + k . Thus py | ("¿fc) . Therefore, we can assume (3) tpx >n-2k3/4 + 4.
We wish to show that tp2 > « and (t + l)p2 < n + k , which imply that P2\nk)-Observe that Px < k and k(k3'4 -1) = k1'4 -k < n < (t + l)px imply that t > k3'4 -2 . Thus, (2) and (3) yield tp2 >tpx+2t>n-2k3¡4 + 4 + 2k3>4 -4 = n and (4) (t+ l)p2 < (t + l)px + (t + l)c2lnA: < « + k/2 + k3/4 + tc2lnk.
But t < n/px < 2n/k < 2cxk/lnk . Put ô = l/2k0l/4 . By (4) we have (r + l)p2 < n + k/2 + k3'4 + 2cxc2k <n + k if cx < (\ -S)/c2 . Now only the case kx+c < n + k < k?l4 remains to be considered. For such n we prove that ("£k) has a prime factor p satisfying k/2 < p < k/2 + k7/8 . To see this, let p be any prime in the interval (k/2, k/2 + k7/s) and let tpp be the largest multiple of p less than or equal to n . If tpp < n -2k1 ¡%, then (tp + 2)p < « + k, and hence p\("lk) . Thus, a prime p is unusable only if n -2k1!* < tpp < n , that is, (n -2k1li)/tp < p < n/tp . Thus, for fixed tp there are at most 2k1/%/tp unusable primes with the same multiplier tp . Next we estimate the number of possible values of tp . Clearly, tp < n/(k/2) and « -2k1,% 2« tp > k/2 + kV* > k + 3kV* Providedthat n>2k + 6k7's. The proof of Lemma 1 is easy and well known, but we include it for completeness.
Proof If the digit in the pa column of N base p is greater than or equal to the corresponding digit of k base p, then there are the same number of multiples of pa among « + 1,...,« + k as there are among \, ... , k . If this holds for each a , then p does not divide (Nk) . Otherwise, there are more multiples of pa among n + 1,...,« + k than among 1, ... , k , for some a . and p divides (^) . For the alternative version, if N mod pa > k mod pa. then n + 1,...,« + k have the same number of multiples of pa as 1, ... , k have, for each a , and thus p does not divide the binomial coefficient (^) . D
Least prime factors of binomial coefficients
The main problem: Estimate p((^)) , the least prime factor p of (Nk) . Case 1. N> k2 .
Conjecture. We conjecture [6] that in this case, p((1)) < N/k except for (662) .
If any b¡ is composite, then p((Nk)) < \fb~, < \/Ñ~ < N/k . If (^) is not good, then p((%)) < k < N/k , satisfying our conjecture. For the remainder of Case 1, we will only consider good binomial coefficients.
To see why we must allow for p((^)) = N/k , suppose Schinzel has conjectured that for every k there is an N > 2k such that the bi are all prime. We note that (k) can be the product of fewer than k primes all greater than k. For example, when k = 25 and n = 2080, then bxo = bx3 = b2o = I, and the other b¡ are all prime. Since (^j5) is good, it is the product of these 22 primes, each greater than 25. Tables 2 and 3 .)
The proof of Theorem 3 depends on the following lemma.
Lemma 2. If (£) is good, then û/|/(*) •
Proof of Lemma 2. We use the alternative form a¡ = ak_¡ , 0 < j < k . If pa \ak_j , then pa \n + k -j , so N mod pa = j mod pa . Since (%) is good, j mod pa > k mod pa by Lemma 1. Put qpa < j < (q + 1 )pa ; there are q multiples of pa among I, ... , j . But since k mod pa < j mod pa , there are q + 1 multiples of pa among the j + 1 numbers k, k -I, ... , k -j . The same argument shows that there is one more multiple of pd among k, ... , k -j than among I,..., j for any d < a . Each d > 1 contributes a count of one to the power of p dividing
which is therefore a multiple of pa . Thus, ak-j\(k -j)(kk_¡) for 0 < j <k . d
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 2, a¡ < i(k) . The maximum for this bound occurs when /'= [(k + \)/2\ . If k is even, a, <(k/2)(k,2) < 2k sfk/2n , using Stirling's formula. For k odd, k > 95, a, < 0.42k\/k . So if N -k is larger than this maximum, then none of the b¡ equals 1. D We ran a program (based on a more precise bound on a¡) to find binomial coefficients with positive deficiency for k < 101 and all possible N. Tables 2  and 3 give the results of our computer search.
Notice that in Table 3 below there is a positive deficiency at k = 100 near the top of our search range. But for k > 20 our published remark [3, p. 523 ] that for each k there seems to be an N such that d(N, k) = 1 is way off base.
In fact, the first k for which d(N, k) = 0 for all good (£) is 13.
We Remark 1. The probability that one of the k consecutive integers of {« + /} is divisible by a prime just larger than k is close to 1. Thus, if N > k3 , there will almost always be a prime factor less than or equal to N/k . Case 2. 2k < N < k2 . When N/k is small, it is unacceptably small as a bound for p((k)) ■ In fact, there are infinitely many binomial coefficients with p( (1) Now if N > k4!3, we will show that f(N, k) > k/8 for k large enough.
First observe that (¿) > Nk/kk . The well-known result that pa < N when PQ||(fc) f°n°ws easily from Lemma 1. Thus we have (6) Nk/kk< (^kN'WnM-U. Now N3'4 > k and, for k > 104 , n(k) < k/S . Thus, from (6) , using N/k > N1'4 , we get Nkl4 < Nk/kk < Nk'sN^N'kx and thus f(N, k) > k/S > n(k) , which finishes the proof of the theorem. □
It would be quite difficult to give good explicit inequalities for f(N, k).
Corollary 3. If N > 2k , there are at least (I -e)n(k) primes greater than k dividing (£) . In fact, when N < k2 , the count of primes greater than k is f(N, k), since all b¡ are prime.
Notice that /(21, 10) = 3 < 7t(20) -7t(10) = 4 . Is it true that for every t there are integers N and k for which f(N, k) < n(2k) -n(k) -t ? For /(213, 100) we can take t = 3 .
We conjecture that there are examples with arbitrarily large t. Suppose there is a large gap in the primes between pr and pr+l . Take N = pr+x -1 and 2k = pr + 1 . Then f (N,k) is the number of primes between N -k and N, plus the number of primes between k and N/2 . Since n(N) = n(2k), we get f(N, k) = n(2k) -n(k) -(n(N -k) -n(N/2)).
As an example, the first gap of 320 between consecutive primes is listed by Lander and Parkin [4] . Put N = 2300942868 and k = 1150471275 . The primes between N/2 and N -k are 11-50471000 + 297, 307, 319, 369, 373, 393, 417, giving an example with t = 1 .
From the strong form of the prime number theorem, we deduce that only the interval 2k < N < 2k + kc has to be searched. No doubt the only possible examples with large t lie in the interval 2k < N < 2k + c In k , where c = c(t) > 0 .
